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Born on 25 August 1963 

LLD, Professor of Law  

  

 He is a Full Professor at the Faculty of Law of the University of 

 Ljubljana, where he teaches jurisprudence, comparative law and the 

 ethics of the legal profession.  

 

 He has been named the legal expert with the greatest reputation three 

 consecutive times in the last three years and has been selected as 

 one of the most influential legal experts twelve times.  

 He participated in drafting the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia, 

 and was a visiting Fulbright professor at Golden Gate University in San 

 Francisco, and underwent professional development training at the 

 University of California School of Law in Berkeley (USA).  

 He was legal advisor on constitutional and other issues to the National 

 Assembly and occasionally to other government bodies, law offices, 

 institutes and chambers.  
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 In his columns and public appearances, he has continuously 

 highlighted the significance of core values in everyday life, and 

 particularly promoted a culture of greater dialogue and the 

 improvement of political and legal culture.  

 

 His books for a general audience, which include 

2007 Pravnikov mozaik (‘Lawyer’s Mosaic') 

2010 Pamet v krizi (‘Common Sense in Danger’) and  

2013 Slovenci na popravnem izpitu (‘Slovenes Retaking their Exam’) 

 are collections of essays on ethics, politics, law, education, spirituality 

 and other current social and civic issues. 

2010 He received the Golden Pear award for the best original educational 

 text for the young for his book Kako sem otrokom razložil demokracijo 

 (‘How I Explained Democracy to Children’), while recently, he received 

 recognition as the best teacher at the Faculty of Law from the Student 

 Council of the University of Ljubljana. 

 

 

 

 
 


